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If computers that you build are quantum,
Then spies everywhere will all want 'em.

Our codes will all fail,
And they'll read our email,

Till we get crypto that's quantum and daunt'em.

� Jennifer and Peter Shor

The ability to communicate information secretly has been important for many centuries and is an integral
part of life in modern society. However, cryptographic systems in use today rely on unproven mathematical
assumptions, such as the dif�culty of factoring large integers. This means that if fast procedures for factoring
large integers are discovered, the whole privacy and discretion of cryptosystems could vanish instantly. For
example, the celebrated algorithm of Shor12 demonstrates that quantum computers can perform factoring
much faster than classical computers. Clearly current security technology is highly vulnerable to unexpected
mathematical discoveries, increase in computing power, and to the advent of new technologies. Although the
possibility of a quantum�mechanical computer is a threat to cryptosystems in use today, the use of quantum
effects can also enable more powerful modes of secure communication. Quantum Cryptography, or more
speci�cally Quantum Key Distribution, uses the laws of physics to provide a provably secure8 method of
distributing keys. Heisenberg's uncertainty principle, as well as the phenomenon of quantum entanglement,
can be exploited in a system of secure communication, which, in principle, is unbreakable.

Quantum cryptography is rapidly becoming a practical technology: secure communication based on quantum�
mechanical principles has recently been used in a real�world scenario, in order to transfer a sum of money
from the Vienna City Hall to an Austrian bank. Quantum cryptographic systems are commercially available;
the companies MAGIQ, ID QUANTIQUE and NEC are already marketing devices for this purpose. Notably,
plans have been reported to establish a nationwide quantum communication network in Singapore. The
DARPA defense agency in the United States is implementing a quantum network,3 while a European research
consortium (SECOQC), in which we are involved, has been formed with similar objectives.

The major selling point of Quantum Cryptography is absolute security. But can this be guaranteed? Even
when protocols have been mathematically proved to be secure, it is notoriously dif�cult to achieve robust
and reliable implementations of secure systems; security can be compromised by �aws at the implementation
level or at the system boundaries. Real world applications of quantum key distribution must take into account
real world problems. No system for quantum cryptography is going to be ideal, and therefore checks must
be made to ensure that minor �aws in the quantum or classical components, or amongst their interfaces will
not lead to major �aws in the security of the overall system.
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Quantum communication is perfectly secure only in principle and would bene�t from further thorough in-
vestigation. Computer scientists have developed an impressive armoury of techniques and tools for formal
modelling, analysis and veri�cation of classical security protocols and communication systems which use
them.10 These techniques have been remarkably successful, both in establishing the security of new proto-
cols and in demonstrating �aws in protocols which had previously been believed to be secure. For example,
Lowe7 used the model checker FDR to discover a �aw in the well�known Needham�Schroeder authentication
protocol which had been proposed several years previously and suggested a �x for it. While current analyses
of quantum protocols use a traditional mathematical approach and require considerable understanding of the
underlying physics, we argue that automated veri�cation techniques provide an elegant alternative.We have
recently established fundamental and general techniques for formal veri�cation of quantum protocols.5 We
have demonstrated these techniques through the use of PRISM,6 a probabilistic model-checking tool. Our
approach is conceptually simpler than existing proofs, and allows us to disambiguate protocol de�nitions and
assess their properties. It will also facilitate detailed analyses of actual implemented systems.

As a foundation for our work we would like to have a formal language which can be used for modelling
communication and cryptographic systems with both classical and quantum elements. This will allow the
behaviour of systems to be accurately de�ned, which is an essential prerequisite for formal veri�cation.
System models will then be validated using the low-level modelling and analysis techniques developed,
including the PRISM model-checker. In future, we will investigate the formulation of behavioural properties
in type-theoretic terms, with the aim of carrying out veri�cation by type-checking. The use of automated
theorem-proving systems could also be considered in the long-term. We hope to be able to model the quantum
and classical components of cryptographic protocols such as BB841 or Ekert's protocol,2 then specify suitable
correctness properties, and automatically translate the model and speci�cations into the low-level analysis
framework.

We already have a design4 of the high-level modelling language, which we call Communicating Quantum
Processes (CQP), for combined quantum and classical communication and cryptographic systems. CQP com-
bines the communication primitives of the pi calculus9 with the quantum data processing and measurement
primitives of Selinger's language QPL,11 as well as classical data processing primitives. As an illustration
of our techniques we have been able to demonstrate the modelling of a range of quantum protocols (such
as superdense coding, quantum teleportation, and quantum error correction) and veri�cation of their basic
correctness properties. Our results provide a foundation for further work on modelling and analysing larger
systems such as those used for quantum cryptography, in which basic protocols are used as components.
More generally, we would like to be able to perform end-to-end veri�cation of larger systems in which proto-
cols such as teleportation are embedded. Our ultimate aim is to be able to model and verify complete systems
such as BB84 or communication networks of realistic complexity.

The objectives of the research which we are now proposing are: to translate CQP into the model-checking tool
PRISM; to develop a high-level speci�cation language for correctness properties; to describe BB84 and other
related protocols in CQP; to translate the speci�cation of BB84 in CQP to PRISM; and to verify BB84 in PRISM.
In the long-term we will consider modelling and veri�cation of authentication; combined veri�cation of
classical and quantum components of protocols; and also design and analysis of secure interface components
and network infrastructure for practical key distribution.

Our work draws on various disciplines including quantum mechanics, programming language theory, infor-
mation security and formal veri�cation to develop techniques and tools for next-generation secure commu-
nication systems. It will contribute to the grand challenge facing the quantum cryptography community�to
develop a practical system of secure communication to exchange keys (and messages) in a network environ-
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ment at a viable rate. Such a system is required to deliver, if not absolute security, much greater level of
security than that offered by existing systems.

One can consider our ideas as application of techniques from mainstream computer science to quantum
information and is very much in the spirit of the International Workshop on The Grand Challenge in Non-
classical Computation. We hope that our efforts would be appreciated by the broader inter-disciplinary
community involved in non-classical computing research; early indications are that quantum physicists are
certainly interested.
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